
 

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 

 

Fasetto Introduces Forum for Team Sports so Every Athlete Gets a 

Front Row Seat to Game Plans and Plays 
App enables coaches to screen-share game plans to every player’s smartphone, tablet or 

laptop to make teams more engaged and informed on bus trips, in locker rooms and on 

the sidelines. 

 

SUPERIOR, WI—February 25, 2020—Fasetto creates solutions that accelerates the secure sharing of 

information and visual media. Forum for Team Sports was created so every athlete gets a front row seat to 

game plans and plays. The app enables coaches to screen-share game plans to every player’s smartphone, 

tablet or laptop to make teams more engaged and informed on bus trips, in locker rooms and on the sidelines. 

Forum works without the internet or cables because it creates its own network – effectively turning any space 

into a team meeting place.  

 

Now, during transportation to the game, coaches can review plays, lineups and strategy. On the return trip, 

the screen-share feature makes viewing of game footage both immediate and easy.  

 

“We are incredibly excited to see our coaches and athletes using this new software this season. Our Field 

Manager likes our players focused on the way to the games, and Forum is the perfect fit for on the bus,” says 

Greg Culver, General Manager of the Duluth Huskies. “Our players will benefit from the ability to easily share 

analytics and video of their pitching or batting form throughout the season.” 

 

 
 

 

Football players use the software on sidelines at games or at practice. The quarterback reviews plays with 

teammates and can show footage of the opposing team to study strategy. Personal trainers get a close-up 

view of what happened when an athlete is injured. Trainers can even have the athlete download physical 

therapy exercises directly to their own device. 

 

To learn more about Forum for Sports or other applications of Forum, please visit: 

https://www.fasetto.com/forum/  

https://www.fasetto.com/forum/


 

 

 

 

# # # 

Fasetto creates technology solutions for an increasingly connected world. Our goal is to improve 

communication, accelerate the movement of media and break through the limitations of the products we use 

every day. As a developer of hardware and software products, Fasetto makes information sharing intuitive and 

spontaneous with the Gravity platform that enables seamless connectivity between people, their content and 

the devices they use regardless of platform, device or network. Forum is a powerful in-person presentation 

application that allows you to present directly to anyone's phone, tablet or laptop. Visit Fasetto at 

www.fasetto.com for more information.  
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